Transforming Mainframe Applications is Easier than You Think

GT Software’s Neo Suite makes mainframe migration easy and low risk. We are the leader in migrations of applications and data from mainframes to the Microsoft .NET/Windows® environment. We specialize in helping customers minimize risk by identifying which information assets are good candidates for migration.

How Can You Benefit from the Neo Suite?

**Future-proof Technology**
The Neo Suite allows you to replace text screens with graphical interfaces. Development teams can build customer web portals and create applications to move your business to the next level.

**Increase Responsiveness**
Enable your business with advanced Microsoft business tools— the .NET Framework® integrates with Microsoft Exchange, SharePoint®, Dynamics®, Windows, and Windows Azure™.

**Improve Productivity**
The Neo Suite is completely integrated with Microsoft Visual Studio®, allowing developers to code and debug quickly and efficiently.

**Significantly Reduce Costs**
Distributed systems are inexpensive and powerful. Microsoft Windows Server® platform and Microsoft Visual Studio are the most efficient programming environments on the market today. Together, they reduce IT costs by as much as 90 percent.
Avoid Code Remediation
The Neo Suite can migrate 96 percent of mainframe code without remediation. Our team of experts help you inspect your code, find discrepancies that could slow down migration, and correct issues without affecting functionality or reliability.

Expert Guidance
GT Software’s Professional Services can help guide your team through the transition from the mainframe to the Microsoft platform. Once migration is complete, our team can assist with software setup, configuration, and the establishment of “Best Practices” for your IT infrastructure.

NO COBOL Runtime Fees!
Fujitsu NetCOBOL for .NET (distributed by GT Software) is the only COBOL compiler available that does not charge for COBOL runtimes.